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Abstract: We describe a novel system for online prediction of lead seizures from long-term intracra-
nial electroencephalogram (iEEG) recordings for canines with naturally occurring epilepsy. This 
study adopts new specification of lead seizures, reflecting strong clustering of seizures in observed 
data. This clustering results in fewer lead seizures (~7 lead seizures per dog), and hence new chal-
lenges for online seizure prediction, that are addressed in the proposed system. In particular, ma-
chine learning part of the system is implemented using the Group Learning method suitable for 
modeling sparse and noisy seizure data. In addition, several modifications for the proposed system 
are introduced to cope with non-stationarity of noisy iEEG signal. They include: (1) periodic re-
training of SVM classifier using most recent training data; (2) removing samples with noisy labels 
from training data; (3) introducing new adaptive post-processing technique for combining many 
predictions made for 20-second windows into a single prediction for 4 hr segment. Application of 
the proposed system requires only 2 lead seizures for training the initial model, and results in high 
prediction performance for all four dogs (with mean 0.84 sensitivity, 0.27 time-in-warning, and 0.78 
false-positive rate per day). Proposed system achieves accurate prediction of lead seizures during 
long-term test periods, 3–16 lead seizures during 169–364 days test period, whereas earlier studies 
did not differentiate between lead vs. non-lead seizures and used much shorter test periods (~few 
days long). 

Keywords: iEEG; non-stationarity; lead seizure; seizure prediction; support vector machines; un-
balanced classification; group learning 
 

1. Introduction 
There is a growing number of studies on data-analytic modeling for prediction and 

detection of epileptic seizures from intracranial electroencephalogram (iEEG) recordings. 
In recent years, seizure detection became mature technology. Several studies in seizure 
detection [1–7] demonstrate remarkable performance. Accurate seizure detection capabil-
ity is critical for seizure prediction, because prediction relies on properly annotated (~la-
beled) training data. However, there are no comparable technologies that can achieve ac-
curate seizure prediction, in particular online prediction. Furthermore, existing seizure pre-
diction studies do not address prediction of lead seizures (i.e., first seizure in a cluster). 
Such seizure clusters are evident from observation of all seizures detected over long-term 
period (~1 year) [8]. In this study, we focus on development of online prediction system 
for lead seizures. 

All seizure prediction studies assume that there are changes in statistical characteris-
tics of iEEG signal preceding seizures [9–14]. Under this assumption, seizure prediction 
can be formalized via binary classification setting [15–19], so that all iEEG segments are 
labeled as interictal or preictal. Preictal training segments correspond to iEEG recordings 
from a certain period (typically, ~10–360 mins) before seizure onset; interictal segments 
are represented by iEEG recordings during seizure-free period. Available iEEG data from 
past recordings is used to train a binary classifier. Then a trained classifier is used for 
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predicting or forecasting future seizures (from iEEG input segments). There are two im-
portant considerations for seizure prediction: 
 First, all successful seizure prediction models are subject-specific, i.e., a good predic-

tive model for particular patient should be trained using past iEEG data from that 
patient [18]. 

 Second, ‘seizure prediction’ usually refers to prediction of ‘lead seizures’. That is, 
epileptic seizures are usually clustered in time, so it is clinically important to predict 
the first seizure in a cluster, also known as lead seizure [20]. 

Yet there is no common agreement on how to identify lead seizures. This paper spec-
ifies lead seizures based on analysis of seizure clusters in long-term iEEG recordings [8]. 
This analysis suggests that natural seizure clusters are separated by at least 3 days seizure-
free period. It leads to specification of lead seizures, as seizures preceded by (at least) 3 
days seizure-free period. Using such a data-driven definition of lead seizures results in 
two additional challenges for predictive modeling. First, using smaller number of lead 
seizures reduces the amount of preictal data available for training. This makes modeling 
especially difficult for methods requiring large amount of data (e.g., deep learning). Sec-
ond, predicting the first seizure in a cluster is harder than predicting other seizures [8]. 
These new challenges have not been properly addressed in previous studies. 

Modeling seizure prediction under binary classification setting has two major chal-
lenges: unbalanced data and non-stationarity of iEEG signal. The imbalance problem is 
due to small amount of preictal data (because seizures are rare events, and also due to 
subject-specific modeling). Unbalanced setting requires appropriate modifications during 
training and model selection. Earlier seizure prediction studies addressed this problem by 
using different misclassification costs [15,16,19,21]. 

iEEG signal is known to be non-stationary [18,22,23]. This makes seizure prediction 
especially challenging since all data-analytic modeling approaches assume statistical sim-
ilarity between training and test data. This non-stationarity of iEEG signal has not been 
properly addressed in earlier literature for online prediction. 

Online seizure prediction system described incorporates Group Learning 
method [16], for improved learning with very sparse high-dimensional data. This method 
can be incorporated into any classifier (SVM is used in this study). The Group Learning 
approach effectively reduces (input) dimensionality and increases the number of training 
samples. In the context of online seizure prediction, the goal is to make predictions for 4 
hr segments. However, each 4 hr segment of iEEG signal is regarded as a group of many 
small-size windows (~20s windows), so that: 
 an SVM classifier is trained on windows data (yielding larger number of labeled 

training windows); 
 the number of input features (for encoding 20s window) is much smaller than the 

number of features for 4 hr segments (resulting in reduced input dimensionality). 
These advantages become particularly important for very sparse and very unbal-

anced seizure data. 
For online prediction, this system requires additional modifications. They include: 

 periodic re-training, in order to address non-stationarity of iEEG data. 
 improving the quality of training data by removing training samples with noisy la-

bels. 
 new post-processing scheme during prediction (test) stage. 

Proposed system was evaluated using the long-term (169–365 days) iEEG recordings 
(i.e., American Epilepsy Society Seizure Prediction Challenge dataset) which were also 
used in previous studies [15,16,19,24–29]. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the definition of lead seizures, 
iEEG dataset and seizure clustering, and proposed system for online seizure prediction. 
Experimental results demonstrating its prediction performance are presented in Section 
3. Section 4 presents discussion and summary. 

2. Materials and Methods 
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2.1. Lead seizures 
Many earlier studies show prediction results for all recorded seizures [30,31]. So, such 

studies report overly optimistic performance [26,27]. However, seizures are usually clus-
tered (in time), and predicting the first one in a cluster (~lead seizure) is much harder. 

Many recent studies have acknowledged clinical significance of predicting lead sei-
zures. Lead seizures are typically defined as seizures preceded by certain (pre-defined) 
seizure-free period. However, there is still no consensus on the duration of this seizure-
free period. Consequently, many studies apply different length of seizure-free period, 
even when using the same data set. For instance, for American Epilepsy Society Seizure 
Prediction Challenge dataset, several research teams apply different definitions of lead 
seizures, as summarized next: 
 4-hour seizure-free period in Brinkmann et al. [25], Howbert et al. [26], Nejedly et 

al. [32], Varatharajah et al. [29]. 
 80-minute seizure-free period in Assi et al. [24], even though it was not explicitly 

stated in their paper. 
Likewise, different definitions for lead seizures have been used for Melbourne-Uni-

versity AES-MathWorks-NIH Seizure Prediction Challenge dataset, e.g., 
 8-hour seizure free period was initially used in Cook et al. [33]. 
 later, the same research team adopted 4-hour seizure-free period in Kuhlmann et 

al. [34]. 
Notably, none of these studies provide explanation for chosen specification of lead 

seizures. Clearly, using shorter seizure-free period (for lead seizures) simplifies the task 
of seizure prediction. That is, using shorter seizure-free period results in larger number of 
lead seizures available for modeling, and thus better prediction performance. 

In this study, lead seizures are specified in a data-driven fashion, based on cluster 
analysis [8]. That is, first, cluster analysis is applied to all seizure data recorded over long 
time period (294–475 days), and then lead seizures are identified as the first seizure in 
each cluster. This analysis is presented in Section 2.2. Remarkably, this analysis yields the 
same 3-day seizure-free period for all dogs, even though different dogs have different pattern 
of clusters. 

2.2. Description of available iEEG data and analysis of seizure clustering 
Proposed system is evaluated using canine iEEG data (~American Epilepsy Society 

Seizure Prediction Challenge dataset) previously used in several seizure prediction stud-
ies [15,16,19,24–29]. Canine data from epileptic dogs is used as a translational model for 
human seizure prediction, due to: 
 Similarity of biological mechanisms of epilepsy in humans and dogs. 
 Difficulty of obtaining long-term seizure recordings for humans (e.g., typical human 

iEEG data recording is 1–3 days long, corresponding to patients’ stay in a hospital). 
This data set includes iEEG recordings from eight canines with naturally occurring 

epileptic seizures. Data sets containing too few seizures (< 3) or having severe signal loss 
are not used in this study. The final data set (used for modeling) contains long-term iEEG 
recordings for four canines (labeled as L2, L7, M3, P2). Long-term recording for each dog 
contains iEEG signals from 16 channels (electrodes). Table 1a shows the summary of iEEG 
data used for modeling, including the recording duration (days), the number of annotated 
seizures, and the number of gaps (i.e., interruptions in iEEG signal). Due to various tech-
nical reasons, such as device re-charging and emergency events, there are many disconti-
nuities (called gaps) in available iEEG data. These gaps obviously affect the quality of 
recorded data and may degrade prediction performance; hence the duration of gaps is 
also recorded for each dog. 

As stated earlier, seizures usually cluster (in time), and this paper is only concerned 
with prediction of lead seizures, i.e., the first seizure (in a cluster). Proper specification of 
lead seizures should be performed based on clinical considerations and/or analysis of sei-
zure distribution for each dog [8]. Such analysis of seizure clusters is presented next for 
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dog L2 (see Figure 1). That is, Figure 1a shows distribution of all annotated seizures dur-
ing the whole recording period (July 2009–Nov 2010). It shows 45 annotated seizures (in-
dicated as 45 red circles in Figure 1a) forming 8 seizure clusters that can be easily identi-
fied. The time interval between successive seizure clusters is about 1-2 months. Note that 
the long seizure-free period between third and fourth clusters (Nov 2009–June 2010) can 
be attributed to several large gaps during this period. Figure 1b shows the distribution of 
seizures within one cluster (highlighted in Figure 1a – showing seven annotated seizures 
with 5–12 hr intervals between successive seizures in this cluster). Clearly, applying small 
value T = 4 hr, as in previous seizure prediction studies [19,25,26,29,32], results in all sei-
zures in Figure 1b regarded as lead seizures. However only the first seizure in this cluster 
should be considered as ‘lead seizure’ based cluster analysis in Figure 1a. Other dogs (ex-
cept dog M3) show similar clustering – as shown in Appendix. 

Statistical summary of seizure clusters (for all four dogs) is shown in Table 1b. This 
table indicates that seizures occur in clusters for all dogs, except for M3. Time duration of 
all clusters is in the range from 1 to 4 days; and average number of seizures per cluster is 
between 3 and 17. Based on observed time duration of clusters (for all dogs), we can use 
3-day seizure-free period for specification of lead seizures. This specification ensures that 
clusters are detected correctly (for all dogs). That is, all successive lead seizures for all 
dogs are separated by sufficiently long time (16–63 days). Also note that the number of 
clusters (for different dogs) varies in the range 5–22, indicating subject-specific nature of 
seizure clustering. 

For comparison, many earlier studies on seizure prediction used 4-hour seizure-free 
period to define lead seizures (without performing cluster analysis). Using 4-hour seizure-
free period for dog L2 data will result in labeling most annotated seizures as lead seizures. 
In fact, all previous studies on online seizure prediction (using the same data for dog L2) 
define 85-100% of all seizures as ‘lead seizures’ [24,26,29,32]. In contrast, in this paper only 
18% of all seizures for dog L2 are identified as lead seizures. 

Using 3-day seizure-free period for lead seizures will be used in this paper. It can be 
argued that this definition (of lead seizures) is more meaningful because it is based on 
natural clusters of seizures in real-life data. However, using 3-day seizure-free period re-
sults in a smaller number of lead seizures, and hence in additional challenges for seizure 
prediction, including: 
 smaller number of labeled (preictal) training samples. 
 lower sensitivity, since lead seizures are harder to predict. 
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Table 1a. Summary of iEEG recordings. 

Dog ID Recording dura-

tion (days) 

Number of an-

notated seizures 

Number of gaps 

(> 7 days) 

Number of gaps 

(> 1 hour) 

L2 475 45 4 87 

L7 451 105 4 26 

M3 394 29 4 155 

P2 294 22 7 93 

Table 1b. Summary of seizure clusters. 

Dog ID Cluster time  

duration 

(days) 

Number of  

seizures in each 

cluster (Ave.) 

Number of lead 

seizures 

Time between 

lead seizures 

(Ave. days) 

L2 1-2 5.6 8 62.2 

L7 1-2 17.2 8 62.9 

M3 1-4 2.8 22 16.6 

P2 0-1 4.4 5 33.6 
 

 
Figure 1. Clustering of seizures for canine data (L2): (a) distribution of all 45 seizures (in red circles) during the whole 
period (July 2009–Nov 2010), indicating strong clustering. (b) distribution of 7 seizures (in blue circles) within one cluster 
highlighted in (a), during time period June 3–5, 2010. 

2.3. Online modeling 
Online modeling, aka online seizure prediction, refers to realistic modeling set-up 

when a classifier is trained using only past data, and then used for predicting future iEEG 
segments. Online modeling is inherently more difficult due to small amount of available 
training data (compared to batch modeling). In addition, online modeling needs to ad-
dress the non-stationarity of iEEG signal. This non-stationarity results in two additional 
modifications: 
 training data should be selected from the most recent iEEG segments. 
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 a classifier needs to be periodically retrained (using most recent data). 
Further, under online modeling, there are several important system design parame-

ters during prediction (test) period. These parameters refer to timing considerations for 
online prediction, as shown in Figure 2. These system parameters are discussed next: 
 Window size (W) is the duration of iEEG signal used to classify preictal vs. interictal 

states. It reflects the change of brain state preceding seizures, and its typical range is 
10-30 s (the value of W = 20 s is used in this paper). During test stage, the trained 
SVM classifier makes predictions for all consecutive windows within prediction pe-
riod (PP). 

 Prediction Period (PP) is the length of iEEG signal used for generating seizure predic-
tion or warning during test stage. Its length obviously affects prediction perfor-
mance; and different values of PPs were adopted in earlier studies (ranging from 
minutes to hours). Some studies do not clearly specify PP but effectively combine 
predictions from consecutive windows to generate single seizure prediction. The PP 
used in this study is 4 hours, which equals the length of iEEG segment used for train-
ing. The trained SVM classifier makes predictions for all windows within PP. Then 
predictions for all windows are combined via adaptive post-processing scheme (de-
scribed in Section 2.5.3) to make single prediction at the end of PP. These predictions 
are marked as positive (+) or negative (-) in Figure 2. A positive prediction indicates 
seizure warning for the duration of the next time period called prediction horizon 
(PH), whereas negative prediction indicates that there is no such warning. The sys-
tem makes predictions every 2 hours, so that each PP partially overlaps (50%) the 
previous one (see Figure 2). 

 Prediction Horizon (PH) is the time period during which positive/negative prediction 
holds. That is, each positive prediction triggers a basic seizure warning for the fixed 
duration of PH. The length of PH is determined based on clinical considerations. 
Typical PH values are in the range 0.5–4 hours. In this study, PH = 4 hours is used. 

Practical online prediction systems include retriggerable warning mechanism [20], so 
that basic warnings can be combined. According to this retriggering mechanism, consec-
utive basic warnings are combined (or extended) to form a longer warning (of variable 
duration). For example, Figure 2 shows two consecutive basic warnings that form a single 
warning of longer duration. A warning stops when a lead seizure is detected. Following 
occurrence of a lead seizure, the system enters ‘high alert’ state for the duration of ‘mini-
mum seizure-free period’. Operation of seizure prediction system is resumed following 
this high-alert state. 

 

 
Figure 2. System design parameters for online prediction: window, prediction period and prediction horizon. 
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2.4. Performance metrics for online prediction 
Typical performance indices for online prediction include sensitivity and specificity 

metrics evaluated during test period.  
Sensitivity (SS) is defined as the fraction of (lead) seizures accurately predicted dur-

ing test period: 
SS =

    

    
, (1)

The specificity index is more difficult to evaluate due to small number of seizure 
events [30]. There are two commonly used performance indices related to specificity: 
time-in-warning (TIW) and false positive rate (FPR).  
 TIW is defined as the duration of total warning time relative to total test period (i.e., 

the fraction of test period when the system generates warning). 
 FPR is defined as the number of false warnings per day. In a retriggerable warning 

system, this definition assumes that each warning may be of variable duration (as 
explained earlier). 

These performance metrics are significantly affected by system design parame-
ters [8]. For instance, the length of basic warning (equal to PH) directly affects TIW. That 
is, assuming that two systems make the same positive predictions (or basic warnings), the 
one with longer prediction horizon will have higher TIW. In other words, performance of 
online seizure prediction system depends on both factors: (1) prediction accuracy of a bi-
nary classifier, and (2) system design parameters. 

As evident from descriptions in Section 2.3, system design parameters (e.g., predic-
tion period, prediction horizon, and minimum duration of seizure-free period) are inter-
dependent, and their values cannot be specified arbitrarily. 

2.5. Proposed system for online seizure prediction 
This section presents detailed description of the proposed system, and its empirical 

performance evaluation using canine iEEG data set.  
First, it should be noted that seizure prediction is based on classification of short win-

dows (e.g., 20 sec long), even though the goal is to predict longer segments (say, 4 hr long). 
So, ‘predictions’ are made on two different time scales: for windows and for segments. 
This happens for two reasons: 
 First, annotation of iEEG recordings is performed for segments, rather than individ-

ual windows. That is, original labeling of data (by medical experts) applies to seg-
ments. 

 Second, classification (or model estimation) is performed for labeled windows, be-
cause (a) there are too few labeled segments, and (b) these segments are represented 
as high-dimensional feature vectors. 

This mismatch between making predictions on two different time scales makes sei-
zure prediction task very different from standard classification problem (in machine 
learning). Therefore, our system performs classification (for seizure prediction) using the 
so-called Group Learning method [16], where a classifier is trained using labeled win-
dows data, and then during operation, predictions for group of windows are combined, 
in order to make prediction for the whole segment, i.e., for a group of consecutive win-
dows.  

Main parts of the proposed system shown in Figure 3 include: (a) feature encoding 
for 20s windows, (b) selection of windows used for training, (c) training a classifier for 
windows, (d) testing or prediction stage. Here the Group Learning approach is imple-
mented using standard SVM classifier. Detailed description of the system is presented 
next. 

Each 20-sec iEEG window is represented as a 96-dimensional feature vector. For each 
channel, the feature vector is formed by the coefficients of 6 bandpass filters extracted 
from iEEG signal, and all coefficients from 16 channels form 16*6 = 96-dimensional feature 
vector (see Figure 3a). Further, each 4-hour training segment is represented by its 720 
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windows, and pre-processing involves selection of most informative 180 windows (out of 
720 total – Figure 3b). Note that such window selection is applied only to labeled training 
segments (not test segments). During training stage, linear SVM classifier is estimated us-
ing these windows selected from all training segments, as shown in Figure 3c. Note that 
the classifier is trained for predicting 20-sec windows. The classifier is periodically re-
trained (every 7 days), and then used for making predictions for the next 7-day test period. 
The re-training procedure is explained later in Section 2.5.1. During operation or test stage 
(shown in Figure 3d), the system makes predictions for 4-hour test segments. Predictions 
are based on classification of all 720 windows (comprising each 4-hour segment). That is, 
SVM predictions for all 720 windows are combined to make single prediction for a 4-hour 
test segment. This combining, aka post-processing method, is described later in Section 
2.5.3. 
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Figure 3. Overview of the proposed system: (a) feature encoding for 20-sec windows; (b) preprocessing (~window selec-
tion); (c) model estimation (~SVM training); (d) test/prediction stage. 

 

2.5.1. Data preprocessing and training stage 
First, we describe data preparation and feature selection used. Note that seizure data 

recorded within 50 days following electrode implantation was excluded from modeling 
due to non-stationarity immediately following surgery. All seizure events were reviewed 
and labeled by clinical experts, as detailed next. Preictal segments are labeled using pre-
specified ‘forecasting horizon’ (30 minutes in our system), so that a successful prediction 
could be made at least 30 min before the actual seizure. This is required for possible clin-
ical intervention following seizure warning. The first 4-hour segment prior a lead seizure 
is labeled as preictal (or positive class). All other (non-overlapping) 4-hour segments are 
labeled as interictal (or negative class). Further, all interictal segments within 3 days after 
a seizure are removed from the training data to ensure that interictal segments are suffi-
ciently far away from a seizure. 

As explained earlier in Figure 3(a), each 20-sec window is represented as a 96-dimen-
sional feature vector, and each 4-hour segment is represented as a group of 720 windows. 

The original labeling of iEEG recordings (by human experts) applies to 4-hour seg-
ments, so that all 20-sec windows (within this segment) are labeled accordingly. This la-
beling process of training windows presumes that the majority of windows within a seg-
ment have the same class label. This assumption may not be true, since human experts do 
not actually provide class labels for individual windows. Hence, poor labeling of 20-sec 
windows (used for training) may result in poor classification (prediction) of test windows. 
To address this problem, we introduce new procedure for selecting most informative 
training windows, as detailed next. 
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Window selection is applied to a group of 720 windows comprising each 4-hour la-
beled training segment, resulting in 180 selected windows (or 1-hour training segment), 
as shown in Fig 3b. The window selection is performed using the real-valued outputs of 
linear SVM classifier (trained using original 4-hour segment data). That is, for each 4-hour 
training segment, we rank 720 SVM outputs (for all 720 windows), according to their dis-
tance from SVM decision boundary, and then select 180 windows most distant from SVM 
decision boundary. This selection process ensures high confidence in classification labels 
of selected windows that are used later for model estimation (see Figure 3c). 

Model estimation (or training) is performed using labeled training segments, where 
each segment is represented as a group of 180 windows (see Figure 3b). This training data 
is very unbalanced, due to just a few preictal segments available for training. Linear SVM 
is used for training a classifier, due to small number of preictal training sample (~preictal 
windows) and high dimensionality of the input space. LIBLINEAR package (Fan, Chang, 
Hsieh, Wang, & Lin, 2008) is used for estimating SVM classifier. 

Available seizure data is highly unbalanced and sparse, due to small number of sei-
zures (over long-term recording time period). The classifier (in Figure 3c) is trained on 
heavily unbalanced data (i.e., interictal-to-preictal ratio is 8:1). Optimal tuning of SVM 
complexity parameter (aka model selection) is performed using M-fold cross-valida-
tion [19], where M is the number of preictal training segments. In each fold, validation 
data includes one preictal segment and one interictal segment. This method for handling 
unbalanced training data is mathematically equivalent to training with unequal misclas-
sification costs [21,36], or equivalently, to using subsampling or oversampling of training 
data from one of the classes [37,38]. There exist other approaches for unbalanced classifi-
cation, that are tailored to specific learning algorithms [39–42]. 

In order to cope with the non-stationarity of iEEG signal, SVM classifier is periodi-
cally retrained (every 7 days). This re-training procedure is shown in Figure 4. The 7-day 
period was chosen because (a) it has sufficient number of interictal segments used for re-
training, and (b) this period includes both day and night recordings, in order to capture 
variability of iEEG signal during awake and sleep periods. The re-training procedure in 
Figure 4 implicitly defines the duration of test period (7 days). That is, the system esti-
mates SVM classifier using labeled training data (in the training pool), and then makes 
predictions for the next 7-day test period. During the next round of re-training, current 
test data (within 7-day period) is included into next training pool, as shown in Figure 4. 
Initial training is performed using 2 preictal and 16 interictal segments (this initial training 
set is denoted as Training pool 1 in Figure 4). Note that only the most recent interictal 
segments are included in each training pool, in order to reflect non-stationarity of iEEG 
signal. These interictal training segments correspond to shaded region in Figure 4. Every 
seven days, the training pool size increases to include most recent data for training. When 
the number of preictal segments (in the training pool) increases to more than 5, only the 
most recent 5 are used for training. For example, consider Training pool N in Figure 4. It 
has 6 preictal segments, only 5 of which are used for training. For this training pool, the 
number of interictal training segments is 40, which covers approximately the whole recent 
7-day period (i.e., forty 4 hr segments ~6.7 days). 
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Figure 4. Re-training procedure: The classifier is re-trained every week, and predictions are made for the next 7-day period 
(shown in green color). Vertical red lines indicate lead seizures. Training data contains most recent interictal segments 
(shown in shaded region). Initial Training pool 1 contains 2 preictal segments and 16 interictal segments. Training pool 2 is 
extended to include fresh interictal segments (for training). Training pool N contains 6 preictal segments, but only 5 recent 
ones are used for training. 
 

2.5.2. Test stage 
System performance is evaluated over the whole recording period (after the initial 

training pool), called ‘total test period’, or just ‘test period’ in this paper. This test period 
corresponds to the union of all 7-day test periods (see Figure 4). Summary statistics for 
test period (for different dogs) are shown in Table 2. The total test period is in the range 
of 169-364 days. However, the net test period is much shorter than (nominal) test period 
because it excludes possible gaps. Note that the number of lead seizures during test period 
is between 3 and 16, which is fewer than the number of lead seizures in Table 1b, because 
(a) two lead seizures are required for initial training, and (b) seizures that occur during 
first 50 days following surgery are excluded. The classifier estimated during training stage 
is applied to iEEG data for making predictions during each 7-day test period. 

 

Table 2. Summary statistics for test period. 

Dog ID Test period 
 (days) 

Net test period  
(days) 

Number of lead seizures 

L2 169 149 4 

L7 364 123 5 

M3 320 245 16 

P2 183 42 3 

Average 259 ± 98 140 ± 84 7.0 ± 6.1 

 
As noted earlier in Section 2.3, both prediction period (PP) and prediction horizon 

(PH) are 4 hours long (see Figure 2). That is, predictions are made for every 4-hour pre-
diction period, where each PP corresponds to the duration of unlabeled test segment. 
Hence, during test stage, 720 classifier predictions (for all 20-sec test windows within a 4-
hour test segment) are combined together via post-processing to trigger a 4-hour basic 
warning (~prediction for 4-hour test segment) – see Figure 3d. The post-processing proce-
dure is described next in Section 2.5.3. After prediction for basic warning is made, 
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prediction period slides 2 hours forward, in order to make next prediction. Performance 
metrics (such as the false positive rate and time in warning) are calculated over ‘net test 
period’ (excluding gaps), rather than ‘nominal test period’. This results in very conserva-
tive estimates for TIW and FPR reported later in Section 3. 

 
2.5.3. Adaptive post-processing for Group Learning 

Under Group Learning approach, the system combines predictions for multiple 20-
sec windows into a single prediction for 4-hour test segment. Hence, the main challenge 
during test stage is a method for combining SVM outputs/predictions for many consecu-
tive windows into a single prediction for 4-hour segment. Such a post-processing proce-
dure should reflect global statistical characteristics of interictal and preictal training seg-
ments. Discrimination between interictal and preictal segments is a difficult task, due to 
highly overlapping class distributions. This can be better understood by looking at the 
distribution of distances between input feature vectors (for 20 sec training windows) and 
SVM decision boundary. These distances correspond to real-valued outputs of a trained 
SVM classifier. These real-valued SVM outputs are also known as ‘SVM decision values.’ 
The distribution of these distances can be visualized as a histogram formed by SVM out-
puts for all training windows (of a training segment). Each histogram corresponds to a 
single segment. Then histograms corresponding to all training segments, generated sepa-
rately for preictal and interictal segments, can be used to visualize the difference between 
interictal and preictal class distribution (of SVM outputs). These histograms are shown in 
Figure 5a (top). Such histograms are also known as ‘histograms of projections’  [16,19,43]. 
Figure 5a (top) clearly illustrates two characteristics of iEEG data: 
 high variability of histograms, especially for preictal segments. 
 large overlap between distributions (histograms) for preictal and interictal seg-

ments. 
These two factors motivate the need for developing adaptive decision-making mech-

anism (for seizure prediction) that incorporates global statistical characteristics of preictal 
and interictal data segments [16]. In the proposed system, adaptive post-processing is 
based on the mean and standard deviation of histograms for interictal training segments. 
That is, each histogram is represented by two numbers: mean and standard deviation of 
its real-valued SVM outputs, denoted as 𝜇 and 𝜎. The distribution of (𝜇, 𝜎) – values is 
shown in Figure 5a (bottom). Even though unknown distributions of distances (histo-
grams) for interictal and preictal windows are heavily overlapping, their means and 
standard deviations are (relatively) stable, and they can be used for discriminating be-
tween the two distributions. However, distribution of SVM outputs can be estimated only 
for interictal segments, because there are too few preictal segments. Therefore, discrimina-
tion rule for (unlabeled) test segments during post-processing is based on decision rule 
derived from (𝜇, 𝜎) – values for (labeled) training interictal segments, as described next. 

Test segment is classified as preictal (positive) if the mean and standard deviation of 
its histogram is sufficiently different from the distribution of the means/ standard deviations 
(𝜇 and 𝜎) for interictal training segments. The notion of ‘sufficiently different’ is specified 
by two adaptive quantile thresholds, for the means and standard deviations of interictal dis-
tribution. This leads to the following post-processing decision rule for (unlabeled) test seg-
ment T: 
1. Generate the histogram of projections corresponding to SVM outputs (predictions) 

for all consecutive windows within 4-hour test segment. Then calculate its mean 𝜇  
and standard deviation 𝜎 .  

2. Classify this unlabeled test segment as preictal (positive) if and only if:  
 Its mean 𝜇  is larger than 50% quantile of the 𝜇 values (for interictal training seg-

ments); and 
 Its standard deviation 𝜎  is smaller than 30% quantile of the 𝜎 values (for interictal 

training segments). 
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Note that adaptive thresholds (for 𝜇 and 𝜎) are estimated only for interictal data 
(rather than preictal), because these thresholds can be reliably estimated only for majority 
class (interictal data). For preictal (minority class) data, these thresholds show high varia-
bility, due to small sample size. Adaptive thresholds for quantile values (50% and 30%) 
have been optimally tuned for one dog (P2) training data, in order to achieve optimal 
trade-off between sensitivity (high) and time in warning (low) for that dog. These optimal 
thresholds yield the largest difference between SS and TIW. Two adaptive thresholds re-
flect statistical properties of training data and they are applied to test data for making 
seizure prediction. The same quantile values (50% and 30%) optimized for P2, have been also 
used for all other dogs’ data. 

Determination of these two thresholds for dog P2 is explained next. Figure 5a (top) 
shows histograms of projections for 2 preictal and 16 interictal training segments used for 
initial training for this dog. The distribution of (𝜇, 𝜎) – values for these histograms is 
shown in Figure 5a (bottom). In this decision space, one can tune adaptive thresholds for 
optimal separation between interictal and preictal training segments. Using such opti-
mally tuned thresholds (50% quantile for 𝜇 and 30% quantile for 𝜎 values of interictal seg-
ments), all preictal segments and the majority of interictal segments can be classified cor-
rectly – as shown in Figure 5a (bottom). The same thresholds (obtained from training data) 
are then used for making post-processing decisions for test segments. For dog P2, the his-
tograms of projections for test segments (during 7-day test period, November 14-20, 2012) 
are shown in Figure 5b (top), and the corresponding bivariate decision space for test seg-
ments is shown in Figure 5b (bottom). For the 7 days test period, a single preictal segment 
and about half of all interictal segments are predicted correctly – in spite of their heavily 
overlapping histograms. The heavily overlapping histograms are because these interictal 
segments are also very close to the seizure (~3 days), even though they were not labeled 
as preictal. However, interictal segments in other 7 days test periods (containing no sei-
zures/far away from seizures) can be easily classified by the proposed system, proved by 
the low TIW and FPR shown next in Section 3.  

Application of this post-processing procedure to a different dog (dog M3) is illus-
trated in Figures 5c and 5d. For this dog, Figure 5c shows good discrimination between 
interictal and preictal training segments, using the same quantile values (50% and 30%) 
for thresholds. The same adaptive threshold values also yield good separation between 
interictal and preictal test segments, as shown in Figure 5d (bottom). As evident from Fig-
ures 5c and 5d, the proposed adaptive post-processing decision rule yields robust discrim-
ination between interictal and preictal segments, for both training and test segments. No-
tably, decision threshold values (for classifying test segments) are estimated using only 
training data. Similar conclusion regarding good performance of the proposed decision 
rule for post-processing holds for other dogs’ data sets. 
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Figure 5. Histograms for 4-hr iEEG segments and the corresponding bivariate decision space for discriminating between 
interictal (red) and preictal (blue) segments. Dashed lines denote thresholds, and green-shaded regions corresponds to 
preictal class segments. (a) Histograms for training data for Dog P2 (2 preictal and 16 interictal segments). (b) Histograms 
for test data for Dog P2 (1 preictal and 19 interictal segments). (c) Histograms for training data for Dog M3 (5 preictal and 
40 interictal segments). (d) Histograms for test data for Dog M3 (1 preictal and 30 interictal segments). 

 

3. Results 
This section describes prediction performance results for the proposed system. All 

experiments follow experimental set up described in Section 2. The test period (for each 
dog) is continuous iEEG recording (as shown in Table 2). The average test period (for all 
dogs) is 259 days and the average net test period is 140 days with average of 7 lead seizures 
(per dog) predicted – see Table 2. Prediction performance indices include: sensitivity (SS), 
false positive rate (FPR) per day, and time in warning (TIW).  

In addition, Section 3.2 describes performance reported in other seizure prediction 
studies using the same data set [24–26,29,32]. However, direct comparisons may be mis-
leading, because they use different specification for system design parameters. In partic-
ular, using shorter seizure-free period for specification of lead seizures usually results in 
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improved performance indices, because non-lead seizures are much easier to predict. This 
phenomenon is discussed in Section 3.2. 

3.1. Prediction performance of online prediction system 
Prediction performance of the proposed system is summarized in Table 3a, showing 

sensitivity (SS), false positive rate (FPR) per day, and time in warning (TIW) for each dog. 
These results show good overall performance, i.e., high SS (0.84 on average), low FPR per 
day (0.71 on average), and low TIW (0.27 on average). Further, careful examination of 
results for dog L7 indicates that the only mis-predicted seizure occurred following the 
two-month gap in iEEG recording. Hence, this particular seizure was very difficult to pre-
dict, because the classifier should be re-trained weekly, using most recent interictal data 
(see Figure 4). 

Note that according to experimental procedure (shown in Figure 4), during initial 
training, the number of preictal segments is smaller than five. That is, initial Training Pool 
1 contains two preictal segments, Training Pool 2 has three preictal segments, etc. For 
these initial training pools, prediction accuracy is typically lower than for later training 
pools (containing five preictal segments). For example, prediction model for Dog L2 esti-
mated using initial training pool (having 2 preictal segments) shows FPR of 1.01; however, 
when the number of preictal training segments is increased to 5, FPR is reduced to 0.75. 
Similar improvement in FPR (with increasing number of preictal training segments) can 
be observed in other dogs. 

To investigate performance improvement due to window selection (in the training 
set), we compare prediction performance using training data with and without window 
selection. We remove the window selection procedure from the online seizure prediction 
system and repeat the same experiment. Results in Table 3b (~prediction without window 
selection) show the same sensitivity for all dogs; however, both FPR and TIW are higher 
than for the system with window selection (see Table 3a). Therefore, proposed method for 
selecting informative training windows can indeed reduce the number of false positives 
and the warning time without decreasing sensitivity. Window selection also helps to 
achieve more robust predictions, which can be seen from smaller variability of FPR and 
TIW (see Table 3a). 
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Table 3. Performance of seizure prediction system with and without window selection. 

(a) Prediction performance of online seizure prediction system with window selection. 

Dog ID SS FPR/day TIW 

L2 0.75 (3/4) 0.85 0.27 

L7 0.80 (4/5) 0.54 0.25 

M3 0.81 (13/16) 0.70 0.29 

P2 1.00 (3/3) 0.73 0.27 

Average 0.84 ± 0.11 0.71 ± 0.13 0.27 ± 0.02 

(b) Prediction performance of online seizure prediction system without window selection. 

Dog ID SS FPR/day TIW 

L2 0.75 (3/4) 0.96 0.40 

L7 0.80 (4/5) 0.57 0.29 

M3 0.81 (13/16) 0.88 0.37 

P2 1.00 (3/3) 0.71 0.30 

Average 0.84 ± 0.11 0.78 ± 0.17 0.34 ± 0.05 
 

Performance results in Table 3a were obtained using most recent interictal data in the 
training pool (see Figure 4). Using most recent interictal data for training reflects the as-
sumption of non-stationarity of iEEG signal. In order to validate this assumption, we per-
formed another set of experiments, where interictal training segments were selected ran-
domly from the whole training pool (see Figure 4). Under this scenario, the training pool 
contains ‘old’ interictal data. Each experiment is repeated five times and average predic-
tion performance for each dog is presented in Table 4. Comparison of Table 4 results with 
Table 3a indicates that: the false positive rate (FPR) and time in warning (TIW) remain 
low, but the sensitivity (SS) has decreased very significantly, suggesting degradation in 
performance (vs. results in Table 3a). Furthermore, all performance indices (SS, FPR, and 
TIW) vary greatly (as shown by their high standard deviation). This can be explained by 
non-stationarity of iEEG data. That is, for long-term training pool (~several months), ran-
domly selected interictal segments will likely have very different statistical characteristics. 
These experiments suggest that using most recent (fresh) interictal data for training yields 
better performance. 

As explained earlier in Section 2.3, our online prediction systems include retriggerable 
warning mechanism [20], such that consecutive basic warnings are combined to form a 
longer warning (of variable duration). So, another important statistic is a duration of this 
longer combined warning. In the proposed system, the average time between the first 
warning until seizure occurrence, is given below (for each dog):  

 For dog L2 ~6.7 hours, dog L7 ~11.5 hours, dog M3 ~13.8 hours, dog P2 ~14 hours. 
These statistics may be useful because they effectively show the duration of warning pe-
riod (prior to leading seizure). This duration is sufficiently long for possible clinical inter-
ference/treatment, following the initial warning. 
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Table 4. Average prediction performance using interictal data randomly selected from the whole training pool (five repeats). 

Dog ID SS FPR/day TIW 
L2 0.35±0.49 0.61±0.27 0.26±0.21 
L7 0.64±0.30 0.50±0.11 0.35±0.16 
M3 0.46±0.14 0.63±0.18 0.26±0.14 
P2 0.67±0.00 0.59±0.19 0.19±0.08 

Average 0.53±0.15 0.58±0.06 0.26±0.07 

3.2. Other online seizure prediction studies 
This section describes prediction performance results achieved in other studies using 

the same iEEG data set [24–26,29,32]. However, these studies use very different experi-
mental set-up, data selection, and different specification of system parameters. So mean-
ingful direct comparisons cannot be performed, even when using the same iEEG record-
ings data. These differences are summarized in Table 5. 

With regard to specification of iEEG data used for modeling: 
 Our study includes four canines with the same number of iEEG channels (16 chan-

nels). One canine (with severe signal loss in an entire channel) is not used for mod-
eling. 

 Brinkmann et al. [25] and Varatharajah et al. [29] use all five canines’ data for mod-
eling. 

 Nejedly et al. [32] use four canines’ data, including one dog with a missing channel. 
On the other hand, dog P2 with the smallest number of seizures is excluded from 
their study. This results in the largest number of seizures (available for modeling), 
and improves overall prediction performance. 

 Howbert et al. [26] and Assi et al. [24] include only three canines for modeling. Fur-
ther, they use only a portion of available iEEG recording for modeling. 

With regard to specification of lead seizures: 
 Our study uses 3-day seizure free period to define lead seizures. This is based on the 

previous study [8] and the statistical analysis of seizure clusters presented in Section 
2.2. 

 Brinkmann et al. [25], Varatharajah et al. [29], and Nejedly et al. [32] use 4-hour sei-
zure free period to define lead seizures. This results in a much larger number of lead 
seizures, and simplifies the task of predictive modeling.  

 Assi et al. [24] apply only 80-min seizure free period to define lead seizures. So, they 
have a large number of lead seizures, even though they use just a portion of iEEG 
recordings. 

 Howbert et al. [26] apply both 4-hour and 80-min seizure free periods to define lead 
seizures for comparing the effect of using different of lead seizures on prediction 
performance. 

 As a result of these differences, each study uses a different average number of lead 
seizures (as shown in Table 5). 

In view of these differences (summarized in Table 5), it is not possible to compare 
directly prediction performance reported in these studies. Nevertheless, we briefly dis-
cuss how prediction performance is affected by different selection of system design pa-
rameters. For example, using smaller T-values results in better prediction performance. 
This is supported by results shown in [26] who compared prediction performance using 
different values for T (~4 hr and 80 min). As shown in Table 5, their system achieves higher 
sensitivity for T = 80 min. Another study [24] uses the same data set. However, they do 
not consider the gaps in raw iEEG recordings, which results in underestimating the value 
of TIW. For instance, for dog L7 recording, the portion of gaps is about 2/3 of the total 
recording period (see Table 2). Therefore, without adjusting for gaps, the reported value 
of TIW is only 1/3 of the ‘true’ TIW (excluding gaps). 
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In earlier studies, the duration of seizure-free period (used to specify lead seizures) 
is typically small (~4 hr or 80 min), and does not reflect clustering of seizures in iEEG 
recordings. Analysis of natural clusters in available data suggests the proper duration T = 
3 days for this canine dataset [8]. Clustering of seizures and its effect on proper selection 
of seizure-free period is illustrated next using dog L2 data. Both Figures 6 and 7 show 
distribution of all annotated seizures (in time) over long-term observation period; and one 
can clearly identify seizure clusters (in time). For this data set, using 4-hour seizure-free 
period, most annotated seizures will be regarded as lead seizures, as shown in Figure 6. 
On the other hand, using 3-day seizure-free period clearly identifies a lead seizure as the 
first seizure in a cluster (see Figure 7). It is also worth noting that 3-day seizure period 
applies to all dogs, e.g., seizure clusters are separated by (at least) 3 days for all data sets. 
This similarity of clustering in different dogs reflects certain biological/clinical mechanism 
of epilepsy. That is, for most epileptic patients, seizures occur in clusters, i.e., in close suc-
cession (in time).  

Arguably, using small T-values (~80 min and 4 hr) in previous studies [24–26,29,32] 
significantly simplifies the task of seizure prediction. This is because all seizures within a 
cluster can be reliably predicted, after the first leading seizure is observed. Following this 
argument, Chen & Cherkassky [8] suggested simple fixed ‘prediction rule’ that will al-
ways mispredict the first/lead seizure in a cluster, but then successfully predict all other 
seizures in a cluster. For this canine dataset, such simple rule will achieve 0.75–0.80 sensi-
tivity (for lead seizures defined using small T = 4 hr), because there are 4–6 seizures in 
each cluster (e.g., see Figure 6 and Table 1b). In fact, such a sensitivity is similar or better 
than reported in [24,29,32]. Moreover, this fixed rule will correctly predict most interictal 
segments between clusters and thus achieves similar or lower TIW than reported 
in [24,29,32]. 

Selecting optimal threshold for triggering a warning controls the trade-off between 
sensitivity and specificity, or between SS and TIW (or FPR). Performance results in our 
paper were obtained under more conservative (and more realistic) experimental set-up 
compared to previous studies [25,26,29]. In all these studies, TIW value is pre-set at 0.30 
and then the threshold is fine-tuned to achieve the highest possible SS (~0.70). Arguably, 
such approach yields inflated performance results, because (a) future (test) data is used to 
fine-tune the threshold (which is a form of overfitting), and (b) optimal threshold values 
are patient-specific.  

Our paper follows a different approach: 
First, a threshold is estimated using one dog’s data, in order to achieve the largest 

difference between SS and TIW (for this dog). The same threshold is then used for all other 
dogs. This approach (using fixed threshold) avoids overfitting, and should result in more 
conservative performance results (than previous studies using the same data). Yet, the 
proposed system still can achieve SS~0.84, TIW~0.27, and FPR~0.78, which are very com-
petitive (in terms of the performance indices) with previous studies.  

Typical values of TIW (~0.20-0.30) presented in seizure prediction studies do not ap-
pear to be very useful in practice. So, future seizure prediction systems should include 
other informative inputs, in addition to EEG signal. Sometimes, the trade-off between SS 
and TIW can be adjusted to achieve lower TIW (at the cost of SS). That is, patients or cli-
nicians can vary the threshold for preferred performance indices. For example, during 
sleep/ night time, there is no risk of patient falling down, so SS can be lower than during 
day time. 
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Table 5. Experimental settings used in different studies. Average performance indices are shown. 

Study 
Number of 

canines 
Average number of 

lead seizures 
SS TIW 

FPR  
(per day) 

Parameter T for lead seizures = 3 days 

This paper 4 10.8 0.84 0.27 0.78 

Parameter T for lead seizures = 4 hours 

Howbert et al. [26]  3 17.7 0.60 0.30 2.06 

Brinkmann et al. [25]  5 35.8 0.69 0.30 1.10 

Varatharajah et al. [29] 5 35.8 ~0.70† 0.25 — 

Nejedly et al. [32]  4 42.8 0.79 0.18 — 

Parameter T for lead seizures = 80 mins 

Howbert et al. [26]  3 41.7 0.79 0.30 2.06 

Assi et al. [24]  3 41.7 0.85 0.10 — 

† Exact number is not provided, the value of SS~0.70 has been inferred from the figures presented in [29]. 

 

 

Figure 6. Lead seizures (defined by T = 4 hr) for dog L2 during observation period (July 2009 – Nov 2010). Each circle 
represents an annotated seizure; shaded circles indicate 40 lead seizures (out of 45 total). 

 

Figure 7. Lead seizures (defined by T = 3 day) for dog L2 during observation period (July 2009 – Nov 2010). Each circle 
represents an annotated seizure; shaded circles indicate 8 lead seizures (out of 45 total). 
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4. Discussion 
We described a system for online prediction of lead seizures from iEEG signal. The 

system was tested using long-term recordings (169–365 days), and it achieves competitive 
prediction performance (relative to other studies). Remarkably, the proposed system can 
use only two lead seizures for initial training. Such learning using just a few labeled ex-
amples is difficult for most existing methods (e.g., Deep Neural Networks). The non-sta-
tionarity of iEEG signal and its variability due to subject-specific modeling makes the task 
of seizure prediction very challenging. In order to address these problems, the system 
applies periodic retraining (every 7 days) using most recent data, a new method for se-
lecting informative windows for training, and incorporates new adaptive post-processing 
during testing (prediction) stage. These contributions are summarized next. In addition, 
we discuss several methodological issues important for all seizure prediction studies. 

4.1. Quality of iEEG data 
For the long-term recordings (about one year), it is difficult to maintain consistent 

quality of available iEEG data. Actual recordings include considerable number of gaps 
(i.e., interruptions), due to various reasons such as maintenance of electrical devices, mov-
ing dogs from one location to another, etc. It is impossible to assess the effect of these gaps 
on prediction performance. Our empirical results clearly show degradation in prediction 
performance when a seizure occurs immediately following a long gap, such as a single 
mis-predicted seizure for dog L7 (following two-month gap). 

4.2. Non-stationarity and re-training 
Non-stationarity of EEG signal is potentially a major problem for online seizure pre-

diction via data-analytic modeling [44]. In our system, this problem is addressed by peri-
odic re-training (every 7 days) – effectively assuming slow changes in statistical character-
istics of iEEG signal. 

Many earlier studies did not use re-training because:  
(a) some studies used short-term recording period. For short-term recording period 

(~several days), the problem of non-stationarity of EEG signal is not as severe as for long-
term recording (~several months).   

(b) these studies used batch modeling, where the problem of non-stationarity is alle-
viated because future data may be used for training.  

However, for realistic online prediction using long-term recordings, non-stationarity 
becomes critical. Cook et al. [33] mentioned re-training strategy (once every 4 month) for 
modeling long-term recordings of human iEEG data. Unfortunately, the effect of retrain-
ing is not reported since they only focus on the prediction performance during first 4 
months period. 

In our paper, empirical results demonstrate that periodic re-training using most re-
cent data in the training pool helps to improve prediction performance. Clearly, an ‘opti-
mal’ length of re-training period can be affected by various factors, such as the duration 
of long-term recordings, sensor technology (for iEEG recordings), the length of prediction 
horizon, and specification of lead seizures. 

4.3. Improving the quality of training data 
All seizure prediction studies [15,16,19,21,25,26,29,32] assign binary labels (interictal/ 

preictal) to iEEG segments (~0.5–4 hours long), based on seizure events annotated by 
human experts. However, human experts cannot label individual shorter windows that 
are used for classification. So, all windows (~10-60 seconds long) within a segment are 
assigned the same label (preictal or interictal). As we mentioned in Section 2.5.1, this 
procedure results in many mis-labeled windows and thus very noisy training data. That 
is, class distributions corresponding to interictal and preictal data are highly overlapping. 

In the proposed system, this inherent deficiency of the labeling process has been 
(partially) addressed by selecting/using only informative windows for training. Proposed 
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method effectively checks for consistency of labeling for all 20-sec windows within a given 
training segment, and then only windows with consistent labels are used for training. This 
technique improves prediction performance, e.g., achieves lower TIW for all canines while 
keeping sensitivity high. 

4.4. Adaptive post-processing 
In the proposed system, new post-processing method is used to combine predictions 

of all 20-sec windows within prediction period. The combining method considers global 
statistical characteristics of all predictions (~SVM outputs) for individual windows. 

This is achieved by representing SVM outputs for all windows (of a test segment) as 
a ‘histogram of projections.’ Then classification of test segments amounts to discriminat-
ing between histograms for interictal vs. preictal segments. This is a challenging problem, 
because distributions of histograms for the two classes are heavily overlapping. However, 
as shown in this paper, robust classification of test segments is still possible, using global 
statistical indices of histograms for training segments. 

Our paper provides specific post-processing rules for discriminating between inter-
ictal and preictal test segments using two adaptive thresholds. The same rules (for thresh-
olds) were used for all dogs. Arguably, it may be possible to introduce subject-specific 
thresholds as well. This can further improve prediction performance. 

4.5. Methodological issues 
There are several methodological aspects important for all online seizure prediction 

systems: 
Sound experimental set-up for predictive modeling. For example, experimental set-up 

should not use test data for model estimation (including tuning of decision thresholds). 
Specification of lead seizures. The notion of lead seizures should be based on clinical 

considerations, and also reflect natural clustering of seizures (in time), that can be esti-
mated from patients’ past history [8]. Using this method, we observed strong and con-
sistent clustering of annotated seizures, and then defined lead seizures as the first seizure 
in each cluster. 

Specification of system design parameters. These parameter values obviously affect per-
formance indices for seizure prediction. However, such parameters have to be specified 
prior to modeling, rather than tuned to achieve optimal system performance. Therefore, 
objective performance comparison (of different systems) on the same iEEG data, can be 
made only when using the same values of system parameters, that are pre-specified based 
on clinical considerations. Design parameters for online prediction include: prediction pe-
riod PP, prediction horizon PH, and forecasting horizon FH. Forecasting horizon (FH) is 
determined by clinical considerations, with typical values in the range of 5–30 min. Selec-
tion of PH and PP parameters affects prediction performance. A longer PH results in 
higher sensitivity, but also increased time in warning. Shorter prediction period (PP) re-
sults in larger false positive error rate, because predictions using shorter test segments are 
more prone to errors [8]. In our paper, the values of PP and PH are both set to 4 hours, 
which is consistent with the length of interictal/preictal segments used during training. 

Other predictive inputs: Most systems for seizure prediction use only iEEG signal for 
prediction. In practice, there are many additional informative inputs that can be used to 
improve prediction. For example, one can use sleep/awake indicator and heart rate as ad-
ditional inputs. Combining these additional inputs with iEEG signal is expected to im-
prove prediction performance. 
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Appendix A 

 

Figure A.1. Clustering of seizures for canine data (L7): Explanation: among all 105 seizures (shown in red circles), 103 
seizures occur in clusters, 2 seizures are isolated. Using T = 3 days, 8 clusters (~lead seizures) can be detected. Cluster 
duration is between 1 to 2 days, duration between two lead seizures is between 6 and 304 days. 

 

Figure A.2. Clustering of seizures for canine data (M3): Explanation: among all 29 seizures (shown in red circles), 11 sei-
zures occur in clusters, 18 seizures are isolated. Using T = 3 days, 22 clusters (~lead seizures) can be detected. Cluster 
duration is between 1 to 4 days, duration between two lead seizures is between 5 and 43 days. 
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Figure A.3. Clustering of seizures for canine data (P2): Explanation: among all 22 seizures (shown in red circles), All 22 
seizures occur in clusters. Using T = 3 days, 5 clusters (~lead seizures) can be detected. Cluster duration is between 0 to 1 
days, duration between two lead seizures is between 8 and 75 days. 
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